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        ‘ Pembridge’           The C1031 ‘Rhyze Lane’ Road in the valley below.          Footpath LZ 10. 

 
 The newly replanted potato field in the ‘Lower Fishpool Meadow’ facing East towards  Pembridge.  

 

What is so good about living in the countryside?  I’ve lived and worked in London and 

enjoyed my time there; I’ve seen many towns and cities both in the UK and abroad, admired 

their architecture and been glad of their amenities. But still I gravitate back to my rural life. 

In June, especially, I know why; it is because the boundaries between home and country are 

blurred. I don’t have to get in my car and drive to see Rabbits or Red Kites, to listen to the 

hoot of an Owl or the sound of the wind in the trees. Wildflowers sneak into my garden from 

the fields and woods around; and some of my garden flowers colonise their natural territory 

in retaliation. It’s not all tidy, organised and predictable but allows for elements of pleasant 

surprise. For example, “Plant”, growing in my household green-rubbish patch since before 

Christmas but previously unidentified, has presented itself as the most enormous and 

floriferous Foxglove I’ve ever seen; while in the neighbouring Upper Fishpool orchard 

alongside Footpath LZ 10A, in the silt of a blocked ditch but close to an old field drain from 

Castle Weir, a yellow Flag Iris has suddenly appeared; it definitely wasn’t planted there but 

probably swept down as a seed from an ornamental pond or the Castle moat. 

 

    
                        Wild Foxglove  ‘ a.k.a.’ “PLANT” !                                    Itinerant Yellow Flag Iris. 

 

This easy flow between “wild” and “tame” or “cultivated” also allows for discovery. With every 

issue of this Diary I learn something new, either from my own observations or from other 

contributors, and keep reference books and Google Search busy. 



This month it was Grasses.  I mentioned them in “No Mow May” but in “Too Soon June” we’ve 

added to the list; there are 8 or 9 different types of grass all growing within a few feet of my 

front door. No, I don’t need to know about grasses (although I might if I were a farmer or 

green-keeper since they have different values as fodder or lawn-seed) but what’s wrong 

with just enjoying looking at them and learning about their great variety?  After identifying 

and photographing them John put them in a simple vase in the loo where they have lasted 

much better than cut flowers and are incredibly pretty – an idea for future home decoration! 

 

                                                                   
# 1.                                 # 2.                              # 3.                              # 4. 

                                         
                      # 5.    # 6.                                # 7. 

1. ‘Common Bent Grass’ (“Browntop”). 

2. ‘Smooth Meadow Grass’. 

3. ‘Timothy Grass’. 

4. ‘Creeping Bent Grass’. 

5. ‘Couch Grass’. 

6. ‘Common Sedge Grass’. 

7. ‘Rough Meadow Grass’. 

 

Many of these might be found in the grass-filled Meadow below “The Tellin House”. 

However, the most wonderful Meadow vistas this year belong to “The Whittern” – just look at 

the range and the colours of the wild flowers in their field margins!   ‘Inspirational’ ! 

 

     
   The ‘Tellin meadow’ June 2021.                    The ‘Whittern wildflower margins’ © James W. 

 



As mentioned last month (in reference to Adders – the ‘vipers’ not the mathematicians!), 

‘The Whittern’ land is comparatively dry. Nevertheless most of the wild flowers shown above 

could also be grown in the many wetter parts of the Parish. “National Meadow Day” is in 

early July [3-4th July this year] so I hope to write more about growing our Meadows in the 

July issue; these pictures from ‘The Whittern’ could be our template for next year.  ☺ 

Following my “crossover” theme around wild and garden plants, June brought a wonderful 

display of Dog Roses, both in my garden and beyond; the strange Crow Garlic was better 

than ever but how it got onto my shady bank is still a mystery as I’ve seen none round 

Lyonshall (the nearest I’ve seen in the wild was at Crickhowell, Breconshire, 30+ miles 

away); and by the side of the A480, Valerian, Catmint and Ivy have mixed with Azaleas, Day 

Lilies and Red Hot Pokers indiscriminately. I doubt whether this Dogwood, by the roadside 

further down, was planted there either, but it is attractive and not intrusive. As to the tiny 

but exquisitely pretty Yellow Sorrel, this spreads widely across just one part of our small 

stretch of old railway track-bed; I know that neither we nor our predecessors planted it and 

the books describe it as a “weed ” but I’ve never seen it anywhere else! [Some day I shall 

make a list entitled “The Welcome Weeds of Lyonshall”  - in which my Yellow Sorrel, 

hoards of Wild Strawberries and our gigantic 7 foot high Teasels will be included! ] 

 

         
                  ‘Dog’ Roses [Rosa Canina].                            ‘Crow’ Garlic.                        Valerian. 

                                                 
                                                         ‘Dogwood’.                      Yellow Sorrel. 

Just before I leave this theme, I sometimes have to remind myself that many garden plants 

have been bred from wild-flowers. Compare this amazing Pansy, likened to a Chinese snub-

nosed monkey and growing just across the road from us, with this humble little Violet found 

here in our garden this Spring! They’re both members of the same generic ‘Viola’ family ...... 

                                                                                              
.            ‘Pansy’ {Cultivar} © Jennifer & Eric  H.               Wild Violet {Viola tricolor}. 



We have noted a dozen or more other wild-flowers newly in bloom this month but readers 

will be familiar with all or most of them so I won’t list and annotate them here.  So :-          

To move on.......... 

Amphibians and Reptiles 

I doubt whether even the maddest of mad scientists has done a study on why amphibians 

pose for photographs but the amphibian and reptile photos we receive are always excellent! 

In April we had an Adder; this month it’s a Toad, found among the plant trays at Lyonshall 

Nurseries © Simon Thomas. I am told he was very large. Ooops! I said “he” whereas in all 

probability it was a “she” as the females are significantly larger than the males. It’s difficult 

to tell from just looking at them (colour is not a reliable guide) but – just another of my 

weird and wonderful discoveries: 

“If picked up a male will squeak whereas a female will not”                                                        

(c/o The Surrey Amphibians and Reptiles Group) 

 

 
 

I shall name this Toad “Boadicea” as no ‘squeaks’ were noted and she is English after all ! 

Other amphibians and reptiles seen in Lyonshall this month included a Great Crested Newt 

(not on a building site thank heavens) and, I hear through the grapevine, a Grass Snake. 

 

Insects 

Very few insects for this time of year have been seen in Lyonshall – or in many other parts of 

England according to the national media. I have no details yet but loss of habitat, the 

weather and climate change, both here and abroad, have been cited by knowledgeable and 

professional naturalists.  

The biggest casualties, or maybe just the most visible, seem to be the Butterflies and several 

contributors have commented on how few have been spotted – a few Holly Blues, Small 

Whites and Orange Tips earlier in the year, one or two Speckled Woods this month and one-

off sightings of a tattered Red Admiral and a Tortoiseshell and that’s about all. I have 

contacted Butterfly Conservation UK to find out whether this dearth of Butterflies is local or 

more widespread and am awaiting a reply but I fear it may be England-wide. 

The only insects on which there is better news are Bumblebees. There have been a number 

of sightings of solitary Bees in the village but the most noteworthy Bee news comes from 

Holme Marsh where a nest of Tree Bumblebees had established itself under the eaves of a 

house earlier in the year – “a cloud of drones for some weeks apparently hoping to mate” 

which disappeared at the end of this month. This ties in closely with the habits of ‘Tree 

Bumblebees’ (Bombus hypnorum) which, though common in mainland Europe, are relatively 

new to the UK having been first spotted here in 2001.  There was a similar report from 

‘Burgage Close’ where they temporarily occupied a ‘Bird Nesting Box’ before moving on.   



Despite the name, they usually nest in bird boxes or wooden buildings and sheds but they 

cause no damage and are peaceable unless aggressively disturbed. Their Colonies are active 

from Spring to July when the worker bees naturally die off and the “Queens leave in search 

of somewhere to hibernate”. Our contributors from Holme Marsh, Mr. and Mrs. Spencer, tell 

me that The Bumblebee Conservation Trust   were very pleased to hear that these bees were 

now in this area.  We have hosted them in a Bird Box at ‘The Old Station’ recently also. 

We have, however, four insect photos this month, a ‘Common Blue’ Damselfly hiding briefly 

in a Dogwood at Lyonshall Nurseries, the bright flash of a ‘Greenbottle’ fly, a ‘Large Pine 

Weevil’ and Lily Beetles taking a short break for mating in between eating my Lilies! (We 

have included a photo of the Lilies concerned to show that they do relatively little damage if 

you catch them early, not so bad so long as you don’t enter your Lilies in a flower show).  

 

       
  ‘Blue Damselfly’.   ‘Pine Weevil’ © Simon T.  Greenbottle.    Lily Beetles.          The same Lilies! 

 

• Damselflies, like Dragonflies, are quite well-known and liked for their bright colours 

but this one was not in favour of staying to be admired. Voracious hunters of bugs! 

• Greenbottles (Lucilia sericata) are such tiny flies that they would go unnoticed but for 

the way their shiny green backs catch the sunlight. They are mainly found outdoors 

in farming areas where they feed on fruit, dead animals and rubbish and they are not 

a significant transmitter of disease. [Harmless]. 

• The Large Pine Weevil (Hylobius abietis), however, has nothing in its favour! It is an 

ugly, nocturnal insect pest of seedling trees, especially pines. But it is well-known to 

commercial foresters who have a number of control methods, so it is not “notifiable”. 

• Lily Beetles (Lilioceris lilii ) are not a problem - if you don’t grow lilies!    ☺ 

 

It’s an unusually small list of insects for a western British June on ‘The Welsh Marches’ ... 

 

Birds 

Before I stray from the subject of insects entirely, I was dismayed to read one professional 

naturalist’s opinion that the dearth of insects and the low numbers of Swallows and House 

Martins in England this year may be linked, although he puts a larger part of the blame on 

the effects of climate change on the birds’ winter habitats in Africa.      [“Proven”].  

Whatever the reason, the “hirundines” have certainly been fewer than usual in Lyonshall 

although I can report the successful fledging of 6 Swallows at Penrhos House! The most 

notable family of birds in Lyonshall in June was the “corvids” which includes Ravens, Rooks, 

Crows, Jackdaws, Magpies and Jays. Only the Jays have not been recorded but in my 

experience they were always the most shy and scarce in the  Corvid group.  



There is at least one Carrion Crow nest near ‘The Old Station’ as parents and fledged 

youngsters, all splendidly shiny black, have been strutting through the fields in search of 

worms - and around our hen run in case we’ve spilt any grain. There is a rookery near 

‘Castle Weir’ but I rarely see these birds on the ground. Curiously Jackdaws descended mob-

handed “at least 100 strong” on ‘Holme Marsh’ for a single day, squawking noisily; I’m told 

they did the same last year, also.  It sounds like some unruly “works outing” or meeting of 

“The Young Farmers’ Club” – remember them? Magpies have nested near ‘Penrhos House’ 

and the young now gather round the bird table (where Jackdaws and Crows drive the small 

garden birds off). And we have had a report of aerial combat between a Raven and a Kite. 

In fact the Red Kites have been seen wheeling and diving over many areas of the Parish, 

especially where hay has been cut, and remarkably they have even been heard – “like my 

neighbour whistling for his dog” – although unlike Buzzards they are usually silent. [The 

sound is officially described as a “high, long-drawn, wailing or squealing, higher-pitched 

than a Buzzard”.]  More melodiously, a Skylark is still singing above ‘Holme Marsh’. 

All the “usual suspects” among the small garden birds have been present this month. In our 

own garden Wrens and Chaffinches abound together with a multitude of Blackbirds, Robins, 

Sparrows and Dunnocks, various Tits, a Nuthatch and a very busy Tree-creeper.  

New or rare sightings this June included a patient Sparrow Hawk waiting for its prey and, 

more delightfully, a Spotted Flycatcher and a Red-legged Partridge shepherding her brood. 

 

            
          Sparrow Hawk.            Flycatcher © Debbbie & Nick S.  The Partridge & ‘8’ chicks © Shaun P. 

 

The ‘Spotted Flycatcher’   I knew only as a name until I received this lovely photo. Our 

contributors say it’s “often overlooked” and I’m sorry to say I’ve been guilty of the 

overlooking also. It’s a summer migrant which chooses a perch on the edge of a wood or 

grassland with a good view from which it can dart out to catch flies on the wing, hence the 

name, usually returning to the same perch. Sadly its status is described as “declining”. 

The Red-legged Partridge, however, was an eighteenth century introduction from France as 

a ‘Game Bird’.  Although some are still bred in captivity, it is now a near-native, laying its 

eggs on a scraped nest on dry ground under the shelter of a bush or occasionally sharing a 

rabbit-hole! Another personal “discovery” – the Partridge often lays two clutches of eggs (up 

to 20 in all) more or less simultaneously. The female then sits on the first clutch leaving the 

second clutch to be hatched by the male. And she more often hatches them than he does! 

There’s no substitute for mother love, as shown in this photo taken near ‘Hunton’. 

What the Partridge photo also shows is that the nesting/breeding season is far from over. 

We have picked up several shells from which birds have hatched, such as this Wood Pigeon’s 

Egg; a newly-vacated nest, probably a Wren’s, found under our “cattle creep” where it had 



probably been dislodged by a predator; and we have just received this delightful picture of a 

Lapwing’s nest on ‘The Whittern Estate’. Lapwings (also known as “Peewits” ) used to be 

quite common on low moorland or wetlands 50 years ago; now they are classified as “Birds 

of Conservation Concern” (the Red List) and a Priority Species under the UK Biodiversity 

Framework.  Such a shame.  

 

                                         
Pigeon’s hatched Egg               A discarded Wren’s nest.       Lapwing’s nest scrape © James W. 

I hope next year will be better for nesting birds in the Parish than this wet year has been. 

 

And now to Mammals... 

...or should this be called “Times Rabbit News” because there are very few non-Rabbit 

mammal sightings, except for the number of baby Squirrels and the inevitable Brown Rats?  

This year’s Rabbits are becoming very blasé about humans, not unduly concerned about 

dogs and seemingly only susceptible to predatory cats, as illustrated by these two 

photographs. They have created well-worn paths in orchards and other grassland areas and 

farming activity only fazes them for a few days. They are a source of regular complaint 

among gardeners and their “cute little bunny” act no longer appeals! Heaven forbid that we 

should have a Myxomatosis outbreak but please encourage foxes - except near our hens ! 

 

                                        
      Rabbit in meadow.                       Dead Rabbit!  © Jennifer H.                        Rabbit X- Roads.  
 

I have, however, had the pleasure of seeing my first Hedgehog in several years, although I 

know other people in the Parish have been nurturing them throughout the winter. This one 

was on Footpath LZ10 and looking mournfully at a puddle full of ‘slurry’ following recent 

spraying around the cider apple trees. I have no idea whether slurry is harmful to them but I 

was relieved when it “turned and looked - and slowly walked away”.   [Maybe not a problem] 

 



*Note: Because the surface of this path is very hard, the slurry has not evaporated in the last 

fortnight – before the rains. I therefore advise discouraging your dogs from drinking from 

these puddles for the time being - unless your dog is like ours and prefers to drink “ Sh1.t ”  

 

And finally a Fungus! 

The “Lyonshall Country Diary” wouldn’t be the same without a fungus! This is our old 

friend the ‘Hairy Curtain Crust’ but a young growth on a section of recently-deceased cider 

apple tree, softer and prettier than it will be in the months and probably in years, to come! 

 

 
Perry Pear Trees 

The June photos in Isobel’s monthly profile of the Ancient and Veteran Perry Pears near The 

War Memorial Hall again show their elegance. “Long may they reign” seems appropriate 

somehow. 

                                                         
           Isobel’s Perry Pears © Isobel H.                                        Seen from the War Memorial Hall. 

 

Lyonshall Weather in June 

 



After a miserable May, the month of June did not offer much hope but – wait- We 

had a “Heat Wave” and the temperatures soared up to nearly 40c in “The Sun”!  

WOW.   In fact the mean averages remained much the same and were only just 

above the “average” temperature expected for over the past 30 years. However the 

grasses grew and our gardens bloomed!  The rainfall in June was lower than 

expected but ------- !    Not so bad after all – was it!  ☺    Better luck next year!   

 

Comment 

Last month I suggested I might write about Lyonshall’s many Water Sources in June. It 

proved to be too big a task to really do full justice to the subject in a brief note, especially 

since some of our water-related problems are ongoing. However an Appendix is attached 

which might at least provoke thought. Your comments and feedback would be welcomed. 

 

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS, verbal or photographic, amateur or expert, gratefully 

received at jcvqa@btinternet.com 

 

 
PHOTOGRAPHS THAT DID NOT MAKE THE CUT THIS MONTH. 

SAD 

                
‘Ash Dieback’ Fishpool Orchard.          ‘Upper Fishpool’ pollution?                   ‘Lost Hedgehog!  

HAPPY 

       
                 Rain cleaning The Pool ?                “May Blossom”               “Sun over the meadows” 

 WHO WINS ?  WE DO OF COURSE ! 

mailto:jcvqa@btinternet.com

